Rothwell Schools Year 5
Homework Newsletter no.12
parents.rjs@rothwellschools.org.uk
Hello year 5,
We hope you have had a good week and have enjoyed the lovely weather but not got too hot! We hope you have
enjoyed learning a bit about yourself and other humans in humans week! I have set another classes battle on TT
Rockstars this week.
This week we are going waaaay back in time to the Stone Age and there are lots of fun activities to do – enjoy!
Stay safe and thank you for your support,
Miss Welch and the year 5 teachers and support staff 
A message from your teachers:
Miss Welch: I am in school teaching the year 6 Willow class bubble now and this week we have started learning about
Ancient Greece. We have learnt about the philosphers Socrates, Plato and Aristotle (remember we learnt a bit about his
universe theory?), Alexander the Great, read some Greek mythology and produced some beautiful art. We have also
enjoyed going on the field in the amazing sunshine although we have often preferred it in the shade!
Mrs Walker: I have enjoyed finding out about the Stone Age ready for next week’s lessons. It is so fascinating to see how
we lived in the past. I hope you enjoy the lessons and send us pictures of some of your work.
Mrs Powers: I've planned a unit of work on area and perimeter this week which is very fitting as I’ve spent a lot of time
laying flooring and painting walls so have needed to use my maths skills to make sure I buy the right amounts of
everything!
Mrs Avery: I hope you are finding the weekly activities on the newsletter interesting and fun. I have certainly learnt many
new things while researching the different topics. Please email examples of your work for us to share and remember to
email any questions you might have about your work also. Enjoy the sunshine and take care.
Mr Williams: This week in school we have been finding out about the human skeleton, organs and different systems. We
researched a 5000 year old murder mystery of an ancient man in the Alps mountain range (which we also made with
watercolours!) and found out about another who was found in England, inside a cave who was even older! We have
enjoyed the sun this week, though in short bursts!

Year 5 TOPIC LEARNING GRID
Week 9: The Stone Age
EVERYDAY: Reading for 15 minutes, learning/practising your weekly spellings

MONDAY 29th June

WEDNESDAY 1st July

TUESDAY 30th June

THURSDAY 2nd July

FRIDAY 3rd July

Maths

Maths

Maths

Maths

Maths

Watch this video on finding areas
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zjbg8
7h/articles/zwqt6fr

Watch this video on finding perimeters
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvmx
sbk/articles/zsr4k7h

To find the area of compound shapes, you
split them into rectangles, work out the area
of each rectangle then add those areas
together.

Have a go at the area and perimeter word
problems below.

On squared paper, draw 5 different
rectangles that all have the same area.
Think carefully about which are you choose.
Challenge: Could you draw other shapes
with the same area?

Calculate the perimeters of your shapes
from yesterday. Try to do it by adding the
lengths of the sides rather than counting the
squares. Do shapes with the same area
always have the same perimeter? Why/ why
not?

Try the
problem
solving
activity. You
might want
to make the
squares out
of paper so
you can move them around.

Here is a link to printable squared paper if
you need it
http://www.mathsphere.co.uk/resources/M
athSphereFreeGraphPaper.htm

Sarah says “If I draw a rectangle that only
uses whole numbers for the width and
length, the perimeter cannot be odd.” Is
she correct? Explain why or why not.

English
Read through the information about the
Stone Age and answer the comprehension
questions below.

Challenge: Flashback week 5 day 2
English

Work out the areas of the compound shapes
in the resources below.

Extension- write your own word problems.
Send them to us and we’ll try to include it in
the next newsletter.
Challenge: Flahsback week 5 day 3

Challenge:Work out the perimeters of the
shapes.

Challenge:There is more than one way to
complete this problem. How many different
rectangles can you make?

English
Use the descriptive word sheet below.

English

English
Complete the Stone Age Wordsearch

Look up any new words in a
dictionary/online dictionary.

Challenge: Create a Stone Age dictionary to
use over the week. Look up any new words
in a dictionary/online dictionary and write
their definitions.

Can you create your own using any new
words you have learnt this week?

Write at least 3 paragraphs using the
descriptive sheet. Illustrate your work with
lovely drawings.

Symbols have been found alongside cave
paintings in Europe, used repeatedly in the
same clusters in different caves. Similar
symbols have also been found on jewellery,
suggesting that there was possibly a
communication system in existence 30,000
years ago.
Create your own Stone Age symbols and
what they mean. Write secret messages
which someone else can decode.

The ferocious animals wildly sprawled across
the expansive grasslands whilst towering
above the foraging Stone Age people below.
Challenge: Use a relative clause, subordinate
clause and a semi colon.

Challenge: Could you create a crossword
with clues?
Only one of these sentences is punctuated
correctly - which one?
Order the Stone Age Timeline (remember
13,000BC will go first!)
Write a sentence under each.
Challenge: Can you use fronted adverbials,
relative clauses, subordinate clauses,
parenthesis?

Art:
Cave Art
Cave art is one of the first examples of art.
(See the Caves at Lascaux in France.)
Most cave paintings were of animals or
hunters. A cave could be full of many
paintings by many different painters.
Many hand stencils have also been
discovered. They used natural colours from
mineral pigments.
Create your own Stone Age cave art. You
could tea stain and crumple up a piece of
paper and then add your Stone Age animals,
people, symbols or hand prints on top. You
could create your art onto a stone.
You could blow paint around your hand to
create hand prints which is how they did it
then. You could use the stencils below to
help. Remember to use natural colours – if
you have pastels or chalk they give a great
look.

DT:
Stone Age Houses – Houses were made from
the materials
people found
around them.
Collect twigs to
create a structyre
and cover it with
moss or leaves to
make a model
house.
Cooking – Stewed fruit recipe – Early
humans would
cook fruit to
preserve it.
Try cooking up
some fruits and
nuts. Hazelnuts
with any kind of
berries would work. Stir them together, add
honey and slowly bring to the boil. Simmer
for 20 minutes then leave to cool.
Tool or Weapon – Stone Age people used
stone to make tools and weapons. Design a
Stone Age
weapon. How
will your
materials fit
together? What
materials
will you
choose?
How will
your tool
or
weapon
work?

Geography:
Stone Henge
Stone Henge has been around for thousands
of years but it still remains a mystery.
Click on the following link and click and
read the PDF at the bottom of the page
which will tell you all about Stone Henge.
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/primaryresource/stonehenge-stone-age-primaryresource/
Complete the activity on the page:
Design your own stone structure in the style
of Stone Henge and explain its purpose and
how it might be made.
Write down facts about Stone Henge in one
colour and theories about Stone Henge in
another colour. How can you tell the facts
from the theories?
Finally, what are your opinions about Stone
Henge and how it was made?

PE / Outdoor learning:
Hunter Gatherers
For early humans, their survival depended
on finding food. We call them huntergatherers because they had to hunt animals
and fish and gather wild food.
Print out or draw/write out the food and
animall cards below and get someone to
hide them around your house/garden (or
hide your own!)

DT:
Weaving – Weaving is one of the oldest
surviving crafts. It was used to create fences,
shelters, baskets and clothes. Try weaving on
a cardboard loom – you can weave almost
anything! Any wool, string, or ribbon, even
old packaging, paper or grass and leaves!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QW2z
wr6txdo

Using your Stone Age weapon from earlier in
the week, try to hit and catch the animals –
you only get 3 goes! Collect it if you hit the
target.
Gather up the plant pictures – but be careful
as some are poisonous!
How quickly can you hunt and gather a
decent meal?

Dying – Stone Age people used natural dyes
like walnut husks, elderberries and broom
flowers to dye the fabric they wove. Using a
white material (cotton is best – perhaps a
pillow case) experiment with different
natural dyes to make different colours. Try
fruits, flowers, soils etc.
https://muddyfaces.co.uk/activity/naturaldyes/

Jewellery making – They made bead
necklaces, pendants
and brooches. Try
making your own
using salt dough clay
or shells.
(see recipe below)

Many of the activities above are open ended and you can choose how far you take it. However, if you are finding some of the tasks above a little too challenging, here are some
alternative maths and English ideas:

Maths: Complete the easier area sheet in
the Monday resources.

English: Read and complete the alternative
comprehension below

Maths: Find some perimeters around your
home. Count how many paces it takes to
walk around your bedroom, living room,
garden etc. Be careful not to cut the
corners!

Maths: Using the printable paper from
Monday, colour in some squares to make
different shapes. Count the squares to find
the areas. Could you do a shape with an
area of 1, then 2, then 3 etc?

Maths: Times tables are really important for
finding the area of rectangles. Spend some
time working on your target times tables.

English: Write one paragraph. Or, draw a
picture of one of the sections and label
using the words.

English: Order and read the timeline.

Support resources to complete tasks in the Learning Grid:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z82hsbk

Alternative comprehension:

Maths resources
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
Friday

Maths answers from last week:

Thursday

Monday

Tuesday
Friday

Wednesday

Here are some reminders of useful links and ideas:
Reading


A lot of brilliant books and audiobooks free for 30 days https://www.getepic.com/

Maths



Keep trying the year 5 tasks on IXL, BBC Bitesize and Oak Academy.
TT Rockstars.



White Rose Maths online lessons at https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/



Play with area and perimeter https://toytheater.com/area-perimeter-explorer/#%20




Practise perimeter http://www.sheppardsoftware.com/mathgames/geometry/shapeshoot/PerimeterShapesShoot.htm
Find instructions for how to use area and perimeter to plan a zoo. If you design one, email it in, we’d love to see it! https://live.newscientist.com/__media/KS2--Activity-at-school---Design-a-zoo-with-a-budget.pdf
Spellings


Practise your spellings on Spelling Shed.

Brain Teaser

Say the colour of each word.
(Don’t read the word)
How fast can you say it?

Have a good week 

